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15 de agosto de 2019
Estimada Sra. Aelbrecht:
El Presidente del Comité del Consejo de Seguridad establecido en
virtud de la resolución 1718 (2006) saluda atentamente a la Directora
Ejecutiva de Médicos Sin Fronteras (MSF) y tiene el honor de referirse a la
nota verbal de fecha 22 de julio de 2019, en la que se solicita una
modificación en relación con la exención humanitaria concedida a MSF de
conformidad con lo dispuesto en el párrafo 25 de la resolución 2397 (2017)
el 12 de marzo de 2019, a fin de que realice actividades humanitarias en la
República Popular Democrática de Corea (RPDC), en particular el proyecto
médico de MSF, que tiene como objetivo principal:
1.

Mejorar el diagnóstico y el tratamiento de la tuberculosis (TB), así
como de la tuberculosis multirresistente (TB-MR), en la población
de la provincia de Hamgyong del Norte; y

2.

Atender las necesidades médicas urgentes y generales a nivel
comunitario en el condado de Kyongsong de la provincia de
Hamgyong del Norte.

La Presidencia tiene el honor de informar a MSF de que, tras el
oportuno examen de la información proporcionada, el Comité ha decidido
prorrogar el plazo para la adquisición y el envío de los correspondientes
suministros hasta el 14 de febrero de 2020, de conformidad con el párrafo
25 de la resolución 2397 (2017).
El Comité desea dar las gracias a MSF por su diligencia.
Atentamente,
(Firmado) Christoph Heusgen
Presidente del
Comité del Consejo de Seguridad establecido
en virtud de la resolución 1718 (2006)
Sra. Liesbeth Aelbrecht
Directora Ejecutiva
de Médicos sin Fronteras
Ginebra (Suiza)
Copia: Coordinador Residente Interino de las Naciones Unidas en la RPDC,
Pyongyang
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El Presidente del Comité del Consejo de Seguridad establecido en
virtud de la resolución 1718 (2006) saluda atentamente a la Dirección
General de Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) y tiene el honor de referirse a la
nota verbal de fecha 1 de marzo de 2019, por la que se transmitió al Comité
una solicitud de exención, de conformidad con el párrafo 25 de la resolución
2397 (2017) y con la nota orientativa núm. 7 para la aplicación de
resoluciones, para realizar actividades humanitarias en la República Popular
Democrática de Corea (RPDC), en particular para obtener una exención
humanitaria que es esencial para posibilitar que comience un proyecto
médico de MSF cuyos principales objetivos son los siguientes:
1. Mejorar el diagnóstico y el tratamiento de la tuberculosis, así como
de la tuberculosis multirresistente, en la población de la provincia de
Hamgyong del Norte; y
2. Atender las necesidades médicas urgentes y generales a nivel
comunitario en el condado de Kyongsong (provincia de Hamgyong del Norte).
El Presidente tiene también el honor de informar a MSF de que, tras la
debida consideración, el Comité ha decidido aprobar la solicitud de exención
que figura en la citada nota verbal, de conformidad con el párrafo 25 de la
resolución 2397 (2017) del Consejo de Seguridad, para la transferencia, en
los próximos seis meses, de los artículos que se indican en ella, la cual se
adjunta como anexo a la presente nota verbal. Los artículos deberán enviarse
en una sola remesa o de forma consolidada, a fin de aumentar la eficiencia
del transporte y el despacho de aduanas.
El Comité reitera que las sanciones impuestas por el Consejo de
Seguridad en sus resoluciones relativas a la RPDC no pretenden tener un
efecto negativo en la población de la RPDC; la nota verbal que remitió a
todos los Estados Miembros, así como su comunicado de prensa SC/13113,
de 8 de diciembre de 2017, ofrecen aclaraciones en lo que respecta a la
prestación de asistencia humanitaria a la RPDC. Además, en la nota verbal
se recuerda que cada Estado Miembro debe aplicar plenamente las medidas
pertinentes del Consejo de Seguridad, teniendo presente la necesidad de
explicar a las entidades públicas y privadas bajo su jurisdicción que, si bien
las sanciones de las Naciones Unidas deben aplicarse de forma adecuada, no
deben restringirse indebidamente las actividades humanitarias.
El Comité también apoya y aprueba la realización por MSF de las
operaciones comerciales y las transacciones financieras que sean necesarias
únicamente a efectos de adquirir los bienes y servicios objeto de la exención
del Comité y que figuran en el archivo adjunto, sin perjuicio de las
decisiones comerciales que resulten pertinentes.
Dirección General de
Médecins Sans Frontières
Ginebra (Suiza)

Al mismo tiempo, el Comité pide a las organizaciones que prestan
asistencia humanitaria a la RPDC que se atengan al plazo de exención
aprobado por el Comité y respeten y cumplan plenamente las disposiciones
legales y reglamentarias nacionales y los requisitos sobre licencias que
regulan las transacciones financieras y comerciales en el plano nacional y el
transporte y el despacho de aduanas realizados en las jurisdicciones de los
Estados Miembros afectados.
El Presidente tiene también el honor de informar a MSF de que la
presente nota verbal y su anexo se publicarán en el sitio web del Comité
1718 por un período de seis meses para ponerlos a disposición del público,
incluidas las autoridades nacionales encargadas de examinar las
transferencias exentas a la RPDC.
El Comité desea dar las gracias a MSF por su diligencia.
(Firmado)
12 de marzo de 2019

CC: Coordinador Residente de las Naciones Unidas en la RPDC, Pyongyang
(RPDC)
Archivo adjunto:
– Lista de bienes y servicios para su transferencia a la RPDC
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Monitoring

1

Diagnostic
imaging supplies

90189084 EDIMULSA406

(ultrasound M-Turbo)
ABDOMINAL
TRANSDUCER C60x

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

5202 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

2

Diagnostic
imaging supplies

90189084 EDIMULSA407

(ultrasound M-Turbo)
VAGINAL TRANSDUCER
ICTx

1

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

3506.1 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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3

Diagnostic
imaging supplies

90189084 EDIMULSA409

(ultrasound M-Turbo)
CARDIAC TRANSDUCER
P21x

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

4775.56 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

4

Diagnostic
imaging supplies

90189084 EDIMULSA411

(ultrasound M-Turbo)
PAEDIATRIC LINEAR
TRANSDUCER L25X

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

5170.58 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

5

Diagnostic
imaging supplies

30067000 EDIMULSC1CA

(Ultrasound)
COUPLING AGENT, 250
ml bot.

20

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1,22 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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6

Diagnostic
imaging supplies

90189084 EDIMULSE4--

ULTRASOUND
(Sonosite M-Turbo) +
TRANSDUCER C60x

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

30067.14 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

7

Diagnostic
imaging supplies

85068080 EDIMULSS401

(ultrasound M-Turbo)
BATTERY

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

604.5 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

8

Electro
mechanical
devices

(conc. DeVilbiss
515KS/AKS/525KS)
ANTIBACT. FILTER
PV5LD-651

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1.98 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

90189084 EEMDCONC313

3

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.
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9

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDCONE4--

CONCENTRATOR O2
(DeVilbiss 525KS) 5l,
220V + access.

10

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1635.18 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

10

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDCONS313

(conc. DeVilbiss
515KS/AKS/525KS) 2
CHECK VALVES PV02D607

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

5.78 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

11

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDCONS324

(conc. DeVilbiss
515AKS/525KS) 4 WAY
VALVE 515ADZ-702

1

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

71.65 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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12

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDCONS330

(conc.DeVilbiss515KS/
AKS/525KS) PRESSURE
REGULATOR MC29D612

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

20.73 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

13

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDCONS339

(conc. DeVilbiss
515AKS/525KS)
CAPACITOR MC44I-626

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

22.71 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

14

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDCONS401

(conc. DeVilbiss 525KS)
DUST FILTER 303DZ605

5

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

5
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15

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDCONS402

(conc. DeVilbiss 525KS)
FILTER LONG TERM
MC44D-605

10

10

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

87.4 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

16

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDCONS404

(conc. DeVilbiss 525KS)
KIT REPAIR
COMPRESSOR 525K643

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

61.29 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

17

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDCONS405

(conc. DeVilbiss 525KS)
COMPRESSOR FILTER
525D-622

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

20.4 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

6
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18

Electro
mechanical
devices

90330090 EEMDCONS411

(conc. DeVilbiss 525KS)
PC BOARD 525KS-622

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

133.37 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

19

Electro
mechanical
devices

90330090 EEMDCONS413

(conc. DeVilbiss 525KS)
FUSE for PC BOARD,
80mA 250V 1123215

5

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

5.53 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

20

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDECGA111

(ECG Schiller AT-1/G2)
PATIENT CABLE 10
leads, 2.400070

1

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

87.3 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

7
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21

Electro
mechanical
devices

90330090 EEMDECGA113

(ECG) SUCTION
ELECTRODE 4mm, set
of 6

3

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

8.61 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

22

Electro
mechanical
devices

90330090 EEMDECGA114

(ECG Schiller AT1/G2)ELECTRODES
CLIP, limb, set
4pcs/colors

1

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

65.29 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

23

Electro
mechanical
devices

EEMDECGA402

(ECG Schiller)
CARRYING BAG 1183

1

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

Waiting
France
for the
purchase
order to
get details

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

8
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24

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDECGC101

(ECG Schiller AT-1)
RECORDING PAPER,
1pack, 2.157038

5

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

4.19 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

25

Electro
mechanical
devices

30067000 EEMDECGC102

(ECG) ELECTRODE GEL,
bottle

5

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1.26 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

26

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDECGE4--

ELECTROCARDIOGRAP
H (Schiller AT-1 G2),
portable, 3 ch+ACC

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

2176.2 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

9

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Value €
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Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry
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involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

27

Electro
mechanical
devices

90330090 EEMDPOXA401

(oxymeter Masimo)
SENSOR adult, reus.
LNCS-DCI 1863

4

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

285.58 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

28

Electro
mechanical
devices

90330090 EEMDPOXA403

(oxymeter Masimo)
CABLE, extension
<2010, white, LNC-4
2017

4

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

246.6 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

29

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDPOXE4--

OXYMETER, PULSE
(Masimo RAD-5) +
accessories

4

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1673.26 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

10

N° Materials
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MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Value €
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Port of
Departure

Port of
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the
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Monitoring

30

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDPOXS410

(oxymeter RAD5)
HOOD front and back

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

61.66 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

31

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDPOXS412

(oxymeter RAD5,
RAD5V) battery COVER
CAP

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

12.1 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

32

Electro
mechanical
devices

90189084 EEMDPOXS413

(oxymeter RAD5,
RAD5V) LOCK for
battery cover

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

12.1 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

33

Laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELABSLID1FT

34

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

84219100 ELAECENA904

(centrifuge Hettich
EBA200) ADAPTOR
tube, 13.5x60mm 10638

2

8

35

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

84219100 ELAECENA905

(centrifuge Hettich
EBA200) ELECTRONIC
BOARD, E4067

2

1

SLIDE, frosted, 76 x 26
mm, tropicalized
packaging

2000

Spécification

Purpose

1000

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

ADAPTOR tube, 13.5x60mm 1063-8

Value €

5.76 France

12

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

531.48 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve 182.14
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

Origin

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

36

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAECENC001

(centrifuge Hettich)
GREASE, 50 g, tube

6

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

70.2 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

37

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAECENE9--

CENTRIFUGE, electrical
(Hettich EBA 200), 8
tubes, 230V

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

2226.16 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

38

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAECENS402

(centrifuge Hettich
EBA20/200) FUSE T 1.6
AH/250V, E891

6

3

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

4.24 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Value €

39

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90330090 ELAECENS902

(cent. Hettich EBA200)
FUSE 3,15AH, 250V
E997

6

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

40

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAECENS910

(cent. Hettich EBA200)
SEALING RING E4004

2

1

To improve 129.38
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

41

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEELAE4--

ELECTROLYTE
ANALYSER (Spotchem
EL SE-1520) 100-240V
50-60Hz

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

14

Origin

4.48 France

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

8717.94 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

42

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEELAT401

(electrolyte analyser
Spotchem EL) E-PLATE
(Na/K/Cl) 31637

3000

50

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

314.68 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

43

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEGLUE2--

GLUCOMETER, blood
glucose monitor (Nova
StatStrip) mg/dl

10

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

223.14 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

44

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEGLUT201

(glucometer Nova
StatStrip) STRIP ref.
42214

100

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

48.36 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

10000
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45

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEHAEC001

(HemoCue Hb
201+/301) CLEANER,
5pcs, HE139123

60

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

22.66 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

46

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEHAEE3--

HAEMOGLOBIN
PHOTOMETER
(HemoCue Hb 301)
tropicalized

6

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

711.22 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

47

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

38220000 ELAEHAET301

(HemoCue Hb 301)
CONTROL SOLUTION,
kit 3 x 2 bottles

6

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

0 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

1
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48

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEHAET305

(HemoCue Hb 301)
MICROCUVETTE, s.u.

2000

200

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

142.22 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

49

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEMBIA102

(mb GeneXpert)
CROSSED CABLE 7000555

1

24

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

14.05 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

50

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEMBIE1--

REAL-TIME PCR
SYSTEM (GeneXpert
GX-IV), 4 modules +
computer

1

1

To improve
15195.76 France
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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51

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

38220000 ELAEMBIS114

(mb GeneXpert GX-IV)
VENTILATOR for grey
box

1

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

13.57 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

52

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

38220000 ELAEMBIT101

(mb GeneXpert) TEST
MTB/RIF, cartridge,
CGXMTB/RIF-50

4000

50

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

561.58 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

53

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEMICA604

(microscope PrimoStar
iLED) LED module ref
000000 1520 246

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

292.04 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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54

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEMICS501

(micr, Olympus CX21)
LENS CLEANING KIT

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

33.26 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

55

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEMICS618

(microscope PrimoStar
iLED) BLOC LED 4155001200-001

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

286.74 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

56

Electrical
laboratory
equipment

90189084 ELAEMICS619

(microscope PrimoStar
iLED) HALOGEN BULB
415500-1901-000

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

21.26 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

57

Laboratory
consumables

15180091 SLASOILI1B5

OIL, IMMERSION, 500
ml, bot.

8

58

Medical
equipment

90189084 EMEQOPHT1--

OPHTHALMOSCOPE,
halogen

1

59

Medical kits

30065000 KMEDMEXA1--

MODULE,
EXAMINATION
EQUIPMENT

110

Spécification

Purpose

2

1

1 Kit Composition: BATTERY dry cell (R6/AA) alkaline, 1.5V: 10pcs
THERMOMETER, ELECTRONIC, accuracy 0.1º C + case: 10pcs
OTOSCOPE, halogen + SPECULA: 1pc
SPHYGMOMANOMETER, one-hand manometer, Velcro, adult:
1pc
STETHOSCOPE, dual head, 2 diaphragms, adult/child: 1pc
STETHOSCOPE, obstetrical, metal: 1pc
DEPRESSOR, TONGUE, wooden: 100pcs

20

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

89.5 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

175.36 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve 231.06
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

France

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Value €

60

Medical kits

30065000 KMEDMTUB1--

(oxygen concentrator 510 litres) MODULE
TUBERCULOSIS

10

1 Kit Composition: (humidifier CH200/TR200) HOSE CONNECTOR
9/16, 920020050: 2pcs
(conc. DeVilbiss 515KS/AKS/525KS) FEMALE OUTLET
CONNECTOR: 2pcs
TUBE, silicone, autoclavable, int. Ø 5 mm, 25 m: 1pc
WALL CONNECTOR, PVC, Ø 63mm, for PVC pipes: 1pc
HUMIDIFIER, autoclavable (FLOWMETER TR200): 2pcs
(conc. DeVilbiss 515KS/AKS/525KS) ANTIBACT. FILTER PV5LD651: 100pcs

To improve 534.36
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

61

Surgical
instruments sets

90189084 KSURBDEL7--

DELIVERY &
EPISIOTOMY SET, 7
instruments

20

1 Kit Composition: BASKET, INSTRUMENTS, for sterilization, wired
25x15x5 cm: 1pc
AMNIOHOOK, 20 cm 990-08-23: 1pc
FORCEPS, HAEMOST. KOCHER, 14 cm, 1x2 teeth straight 16-1214: 2pcs
FORCEPS, TISSUE, STAND, 1x2 teeth, straight 14.5 cm 06-05-14:
1pc
NEEDLE HOLDER, MAYO-HEGAR, standard, 18 cm 10-18-18: 1pc
SCISSORS, MAYO, curved 14 cm 03-51-14: 1pc
SCISSORS, blunt/blunt, straight, OPERATING, 17.5 cm 03-02-17:
1pc

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

21

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

150.55 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

62

Surgical
instruments sets

90189084 KSURBDRE3N-

DRESSING SET, 3
instruments, w/o box

20

63

Electricity

85068080 PELEBATTA06

BATTERY dry cell
(R6/AA) alkaline, 1.5V

100

10

64

Catheters, tubes
and drains

90189084 SCTDCANN2A-

NASAL OXYGEN
CANNULA, 2 prongs +
tube, adult

2000

50

Spécification

Purpose

1 Kit Composition: FORCEPS, HAEMOST., PEAN, 14 cm, straight 16- To improve
10-14: 1pc
the
FORCEPS, DRESSING, STANDARD, straight, 14.5 cm 06-00-14:
diagnostic
1pc
and
SCISSORS, OPER. DEAVER, sharp/blunt, 14 cm straight 03-08-14: treatment of
1pc
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

22

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

4.24 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

6.56 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

26.6 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

65

Administration +
Office use

84433180

KADMMPHO1--

MODULE
PHOTOCOPYING
MACHINE - Small

1

1

66

Administration +
Office use

49019900

ALSTTEMP41E

TEMPERATURE
MONITOR SHEET, twicedaily, English, form

5

5

67

Administration +
Office use

90081000

ADAPPROJ2--

DIGITAL PROJECTOR
230V

1

1

Spécification

Purpose

Kit Composition: (Brother DCP7030) TONER CARTRIDGE
(TN2120) black: 1pc
PHOTOCOPIER small (Brother DCP7010) 200 copies/m: 1pc
VOLTAGE LIMITER, 185-245V, 16A: 1pc
ADAPTER PLUG, M:UK+US+FR / F:EUR: 1pc
(Brother DCP7030) PHOTOCONDUCTOR DRUM (DR2100): 1pc
MULTI-OUTLET EXT., 3G1.5²/3m, 4x2P+E/16A/IP20/EUR: 1pc
PAPER, A4, 80g, white: 5reams

23

Office use

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

763.02 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

0.28 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

416.41 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

68

Administration +
Office use

39261000

AOFFSCRE150

PROJECTION SCREEN
150x150

1

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

69

Administration +
Office use

39261000

ASTAFLIP1--

FLIP CHART

2

1

70

Administration +
Office use

48026900

ASTAFLIP1P5

(flip chart) PAPER 50
SHEETS

10

1
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Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

103.41 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

Office use

46.97 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

Office use

2.56 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

71

Administration +
Office use

84717098

ADAPMEMOKG16

MEMORY KEY, 16Gb

10

1

72 * Administration +

82060000

KPROMLOG01-

MODULE, VARIOUS
LOGISTICS EQUIPMENT

1

1

Office use

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Office use

Kit Composition: JERRYCAN collapsible, food grade plastic, 20l +
cap Ø 5cm: 4pcs
PAINT, green fluorescent, spray tin: 1pc
TAPE adhesive, reinforced, translucent, roll: 10pcs
TAPE BOUNDARY MARKING, 500m, white/red, fluorescent, roll:
2pcs
GLOVES heavy duty, leather protection, pair: 10pairs
TARPAULIN, polyethylene, 4x5m, blue, woven with eyelets: 1pc
TRUNK, metal, ±175l net, ±95x52x36cm internal: 1pc
CUTTER automatic reload, for 18mm snap-off blades, 844.S18:
2pcs
BRUSH paint, 75mm, flat, natural bristles: 4pcs
ELECTRICIAN KNIFE curved blade, 840B: 1pc
(rechargeable lantern) SOLAR PANEL: 2pcs
(rechargable lantern) FLUORESCENT TUBE spare: 4pcs
REFUSE BAG, 100l, 70µm, black: 50pcs
CROWBAR with nail-claw, 700mm, 1260.70: 1pc
(20l collapsible jerrycan) TAP, 5cm, screwless: 4pcs
BRUSH paint, 50mm, flat, natural bristles: 4pcs
LANTERN rechargeable & solar, 7W/12-230V, waterproof: 4pcs
PADLOCK, brass, 60mm + key: 4pcs
WIRE, galvanised steel, Ø 1.1mm, roll of 50m: 2pcs
TAPE adhesive, PVC, MSF, 50mmx66m, roll: 25pcs
TAPE DISPENSER, 50mm, for adhesive tape: 2pcs
ROPE, polypropylene, Ø 5mm, twisted, per metre: 200pcs
STAPLER/NAILER manual, max. depth 23mm: 1pc
RIVETING HAMMER, 28x28mm, 380g, 200H.28: 1pc
TIE, plastic, 6x300mm, self-locking head: 200pcs
PAINT, red fluorescent, spray tin: 1pc
(Berkefeld 10l) CANDLE, collar + gasket, set: 4pcs
(stapler/nailer) NAIL, 15mm, box of 900 pcs:

25

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

6.01 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

1555.43 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

73

Administration +
Office use

49019900

KADMKADM2OF

KIT ADMINISTRATION,
Office

74

Water and
Sanitation

38220000

KWATMTREQMA (mod. water treatment

Water and
Sanitation

38089490

75

Quantit Packa
y
ging

quality monitoring) RTR
ITEMS

Purpose

1

1

Kit Composition: PADLOCK, brass, 30mm + key: 1pc
TRUNK, metal, ±175l net, ±95x52x36cm internal: 1pc
MULTI-OUTLET EXT., 3G1.5²/3m, 4x2P+E/16A/IP20/EUR: 3pcs
CONDOM, lubricated + RESERVOIR, s.u.: 300pcs
(module administration) MSF INTRODUCTION: 1pc
(module administration) INTERNATIONAL STANDARD FORMS: 1pc
MODULE, CALCULATOR, printing: 1pc
(module administration, office) RENEWABLE STATIONERY: 1pc
PADLOCK, brass, 30mm + key: 2pcs
TRUNK, metal, ±175l net, ±95x52x36cm internal: 1pc
ACCOUNT BOOK (Balzac 58-04): 2pcs
TRANSFER VOUCHER, A5, self-copying x3, 50 pcs booklet: 2pcs
BADGE name holder, 55x86mm + pin: 10pcs
MODULE RENEWABLE STATIONNARY for module MSTA01-: 1pc

Office use

2

Kit

Kit Composition: POOL TESTER (Lovibond) set: 1pc
(HI 98129) BUFFER SOLUTION (HI 70007P) pH 7.01, 25x20ml box: 1pc
SYRINGE Luer, 10ml, non-sterile: 10pcs
(HI 98129) STORAGE SOLUTION electrode (HI 70300M) 230ml btl: 1pc
ALUMINIUM TEST (Merck 1.4413.0001) 0.7-0.8mg/l, 185 test set: 1pc
(HI 98129) BUFFER SOLUTION (HI 70031P) 1413µS/cm 25x20ml box: 1pc
TURBIDITY TEST tube, plastic, 5-2000 NTU: 1pc
SYRINGE Luer, 1ml, graduated 1/100, non-sterile: 5pcs
(HI 98129, 98202) CLEANING SOLUTION (HI 7061M) 230ml btl: 2pcs
MEASURING JUG, 1l, graduated, translucent, unbreakable: 5pcs
CONDUCTIVITY-, THERMO & PH-METER (Hanna Combo HI 98129): 1pc
(HI 98129) BUFFER SOLUTION (HI 70004P) pH 4.01, 25x20ml box: 1pc
TRAVEL BAG MSF, ±40l, for plane cabin: 1pc
HARDNESS TEST water, 100 strips, box: 1pc
PH TEST (Merck 1.09533.0001) pH 5-10, 100 strips: 1pc

2

Kit

Kit Composition: IRON TEST (Merck 1.14759.0001) 0.1-5mg/l,
500 tests set: 1pc
ALKALINITY TEST (Merck 1.11109.0001) 0.1-10mmol/l, 170pcs

quality monitoring)
STANDARD ITEMS

KWATMTREQMD (mod. water treatment

Spécification

26

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

1475.34 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

780.16 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

623.87 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

77

Water and
Sanitation

38220000

CWATDISING1

CHLORINE NaDCC, 1kg,
granules, pot

36

1

78

Water and
Sanitation

38089490

KWATMCHL01A

(module chlorination
and water control)
STANDARD ITEMS

2

1

79

Water and
Sanitation

84131900

KWATMDOS01-

Module dosing pump

2

Spécification

Purpose

Kit Composition: POOL TESTER (Lovibond) set: 3pcs
(pool tester Lovibond) PHENOL RED RAPID, tab: 100pcs
SYRINGE Luer, 10ml, non-sterile: 4pcs
SYRINGE Luer, 60ml, non-sterile: 2pcs
(NaDCC) MEASURE SPOON, 20ml, ±15g: 20pcs
BUCKET + LID, food grade plastic, 20l, stackable: 4pcs
BOX, plastic, 2l, white + lid: 1pc
TURBIDITY TEST tube, plastic, 5-2000 NTU: 3pcs
JERRYCAN, food grade plastic, 20l + screw cap: 3pcs
Public health engineering in precarious situations: 1pc
PROTECTIVE GLASSES, dust proof: 2pcs
(pool tester Lovibond) USER LEAFLET EN/FR, DPD Nº3 tab: 1pc
GLOVES cleaning, rubber, size L, reusable, pair: 2pcs
(pool tester Lovibond) DPD Nº3 RAPID, tab: 100pcs
(pool tester Lovibond) DPD Nº1 RAPID, tab: 1000pcs
MEASURING JUG, 1l, graduated, transparent: 1pc
BRUSH scrubbing, soft bristles + handle: 1pc
APRON PROTECTION, PVC, reusable: 2pcs
FUNNEL, Ø 160mm: 1pc

1 Kit Composition: (Dosatron) PROTECTION FILTER, 100µ: 1pc
(Dosatron) USER GUIDE + CD-ROM or USB stick: 1pc
DOSING PUMP (Dosatron D3RE2) 10l/h-3m³/h: 1pc
(Dosatron D3RE2) BYPASS, 2" + valves, assemblage: 1pc
(Dosatron D3 range) GASKETS, set: 1pc
ASSEMBLY T-coupling, 2", derivation, for faucet + locks: 1pc

27

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

780.16 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

591.67 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1302.82 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

80

Water and
Sanitation

84133080

KWATKPUP30-

KIT MOTOPUMP
PETROL 30m3/H,
30mHMT

2

1 Kit Composition: STRAINER non-return, 2" ND50 + sieve: 1pc

81

Water and
Sanitation

39173100

KWATMHOS02-

Module additional
hose + coupling, 2”

2

82

Water and
Sanitation

39173100

KWATMHOS03-

Module additional
hose + coupling, 3”

2

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1219.12 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

1 Kit Composition: LUBRICANT food grade, tube: 1pc
ASSEMBLY gate valve, 2" + couplings + lock: 2pcs
(symmetrical half-coupling) GASKET, 2": 8pcs
HOOK SPANNER, 2"-3", for Guillemin coupling: 2pcs
BAND CLIP high pressure, Ø 51-55mm, simple tightening: 8pcs
HOSE flat, 2", for delivery, per metre: 50pcs
SYMMETRICAL HALF-COUPLING, 2", grooved + lock: 8pcs
OPEN-SOCKET WRENCH 6x6 point 90°, 10mm, metric, 75.10:
1pc
SPIRAL HOSE suction/delivery, 2", NP6, per metre: 25pcs
BAND CLIP high pressure, Ø 56-59mm, simple tightening: 8pcs
TAPE (Teflon) 19mmx15m, 0.2mm thick, roll: 3pcs
ASSEMBLY T-coupling, 2" + half-couplings + lock: 2pcs

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

927.58 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

1 Kit Composition: SPIRAL HOSE suction/delivery, 3", NP5, per
metre: 25pcs
HOSE flat, 3", for delivery, per metre: 50pcs
REDUCER HALF-COUPLING symmetrical, 3", grooved + lock:
8pcs
BAND CLIP high pressure, Ø 80-85mm, simple tightening: 16pcs
TAPE (Teflon) 19mmx15m, 0.2mm thick, roll: 3pcs
OPEN-SOCKET WRENCH 6x6 point 90°, 13mm, metric, 75.13:
1pc
(symmetrical half-coupling) GASKET, 3": 8pcs
ASSEMBLY gate valve, 3" + couplings + lock: 2pcs
ASSEMBLY T-coupling, 3" + half-couplings + lock: 2pcs
REDUCER HALF-COUPLING symmetrical, 3"-2" + lock: 2pcs
HOOK SPANNER, 2"-3", for Guillemin coupling: 2pcs
LUBRICANT food grade, tube: 1pc
PACKING LIST of the kit/module, bilingual Eng./Fr.: 2pcs

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1564.19 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

ROPE, polypropylene, Ø 5mm, twisted, per metre: 20mtr
(non-return strainer) SIEVE, 2" ND50: 1pc
JERRYCAN, metal, 20l, for fuel: 1pc
JERRYCAN, plastic, non-foodgrade, 10l: 1pc
SPIRAL HOSE, 2", NP6, 1.5m + 2 half-couplings + lock: 1pc
(20l metal jerrycan) GASKET, for pouring spout: 1pc
ASSEMBLY gate valve, 2" + couplings + lock: 1pc
MOTOR PUMP petr. (Koshin/Honda GX120) 36m³h/29m max, 2" DN50: 1pc
SPIRAL HOSE, 2", NP6, 8m + 2 half-couplings + lock: 3pcs
ENGINE OIL 10W40 API SJ/CF, 5l, petrol / diesel, can: 1pc
(20l metal jerrycan) POURING SPOUT: 1pc
FOLLOW-UP CARD diesel, English, for pump/generator, sheet: 1pc
WOODEN BOX (Docmatic) 740x733x860mm: 1pc
ASSEMBLY T-coupling, 2" + half-couplings + lock: 1pc
CLOTH, cotton, for workshop, per kg: 1pc
FUNNEL bended, Ø 200mm: 1pc
FUNNEL, Ø 120mm: 1pc
(module petrol motor pump, 30 m³/h) MAINTENANCE: 1pc

28

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose
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Port of
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Port of
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the
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Monitoring

83

Water and
Sanitation

#REF!

KWATKTANT05

Kit water tank 5m3
flexible, transport

2

1 Kit Composition: TAPE BOUNDARY MARKING, 500m, white/red,
fluorescent, roll: 1pc
SHOVEL with handle: 1pc
(flexible water tank =<15m³) LID: 1pc
PICK-AXE mortise axe type, with handle: 1 pc
ASSEMBLY ball valve + elbow + reducer, 2"-¾" + half-coupling:
1pc
(symmetrical half-coupling) PLUG, 2" + chain: 1pc
ROPE, polypropylene, Ø 5mm, twisted, per metre: 100mtr
(flexible water tank 5m³) GROUNDSHEET: 1pc
HOOK SPANNER, 2"-3", for Guillemin coupling: 2pcs
WOODEN BOX (Docmatic) 1200x1000x600mm, screwed lid: 1pc
(flexible water tank) REPAIR SET, dangerous goods, set: 1pc
(flexible water tank, 5 m³) CATCH TIGHTENER + hooks.: 1pc
WATER TANK flex., 5m³ + 2" gate valve + lid + harness: 1pc
SPIRAL HOSE, 2", NP6, 8m + 2 half-couplings + lock: 2pcs

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1629.34 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

84

Water and
Sanitation

39173100

KWATMADA02-

Module adaptation
2” /3”/tanker/other
system

2

1 Kit Composition: REDUCER HALF-COUPLING symmetrical, 3",
grooved + lock: 1pc
SYMMETRICAL HALF-COUPLING, 3", female threaded + lock: 1pc
SYMMETRICAL HALF-COUPLING, 3", male thread + lock: 1pc
REDUCER HALF-COUPLING symmetrical, 3"-2" + lock: 1pc
REDUCER COUPLING threaded, galvanised, 2"½-2", MxF: 1pc
CONNECTOR COUPLING threaded, galvanised, Ø 2", FxF: 1pc
CONNECTOR COUPLING threaded, galvanised, Ø 3", FxF: 1pc
HOOK SPANNER, 2"-3", for Guillemin coupling: 2pcs
TAPE (Teflon) 19mmx15m, 0.2mm thick, roll: 5pcs
SYMMETRICAL HALF-COUPLING, 2", grooved + lock: 1pc
SYMMETRICAL HALF-COUPLING, 2", female threaded + lock: 1pc
SYMMETRICAL HALF-COUPLING, 2", male thread + lock: 1pc
ADAPTOR COUPLING symmetric half-coupling / Storz, 2": 1pc
PACKING LIST of the kit/module, bilingual Eng./Fr.: 2pc

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

225.52 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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HS Codes

MSF Codes
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Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification
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85

Water and
Sanitation

82060000

KWATKTOO1--

Kit water tools basic

2

1

Kit Composition: GLOVES heavy duty, leather protection, pair: 2pairs
TAPE (Teflon) 19mmx15m, 0.2mm thick, roll: 2rolls
PIPE WRENCH Stillson, steel, max. Ø 2œ, 131A.24: 1pc
TRUNK, metal, 60cm, 75l: 1pc
ADJUSTABLE WRENCH, chromed, 12", max 34mm, 306mm, 113A.12C: 2pcs
END NIPPER heavy-duty, 220mm, 495A.22EL: 2pcs
EMERY CLOTH, grit 80/120/180, 12 sheets: 1pc
(symmetrical half-coupling) GASKET, 2": 20pcs
PIPE WRENCH Swedish S-jaws, max. Ø 2", 121A.2: 1pc
OPEN-SOCKET WRENCH 6x6 point 90°, 13mm, metric, 75.13: 2pcs
(symmetrical half-coupling) GASKET, 3": 20pcs
HAVERSACK navy type, textile: 2pcs
(vernier) TUBE EXTENSION: 1pc
BAND CLIP high pressure, Ø 51-55mm, simple tightening: 5pcs
CLOTH, cotton, for workshop, per kg: 1pc
SNAP HOOK, galvanized steel, 60mm, w/out eye: 3pcss
OPEN-SOCKET WRENCH 6x6 point 90°, 10mm, metric, 75.10: 2pcs
CHAIN WRENCH double effect, 2"-4", for pipe, 136A.2: 1pc
HACKSAW FRAME horizontal wood handle, 300mm, 599: 1pc
HOOK SPANNER, 2"-3", for Guillemin coupling: 4pcs
RIVETING HAMMER, 32x32mm, 585g, 200H.32: 1pc
PIPE WRENCH American, cast iron, max. Ø 3œ, 134A.24: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER multiblade, 5,5mm/PH1 + 6,5mm/PH2 + 2 blade, AMS: 2pcs
TIE, plastic, 6x300mm, self-locking head: 100pcs
BAND CLIP high pressure, Ø 56-59mm, simple tightening: 5pcs
CUTTER automatic reload, for 18mm snap-off blades, 844.S18: 2pcs
FILE half-round, handle, 250mm, for metal, DRD.MD250EMA: 1pc
(hacksaw frame) BLADE, 300mm, HSS, for steel, 10 pc, 668B.10: 1pc
COMBINATION PLIERS, 185mm, sheathed, 187.18CPE: 2pcs
KNIFE type Opinel, foldable, with locking mechanism: 2pcs
BAND CLIP high pressure, Ø 80-85mm, simple tightening: 10pcs
CHISEL flat, constant-profile, 200x24mm, for stone, 263.20: 1pc
(cutter 844.D) BLADES trapezoidal, 10 pcs, 844.TRL10: 2pcs
WIRE, galvanised steel, Ø 1.1mm, roll of 50m: 2pcs
WIRE BRUSH, with handle: 2pcs
MULTIGRIP PLIERS, opening 46mm, standard, 170A: 2pcs
MASTIC SILICONE, 100g, tube: 2pcs
PADLOCK, brass, 30mm + key: 1pc

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

866 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

86

Water and
Sanitation

82060000

KWATKTOO2--

Kit water tools
plumber

2

1

Kit Composition:
PIPE WRENCH American, cast iron, max. Ø 1"½, 134A.10: 2pcs
WIRE BRUSH, with handle: 2pcs
HEMP SEAL, 100g, braided: 1pc
GLOVES heavy duty, leather protection, pair: 5pairs
TOOL BOX 5 tray, metal, 475x220x238mm, BT.11A: 1pc
EMERY CLOTH, grit 80/120/180, 12 sheets: 1pc
JOINT COMPOUND, 400g, for pipes: 1pc
SET OF 13 HEXAGONAL KEYS 90°, 3-19mm, 82H.JL13: 1pc
TAPE MEASURE, 5m, 893A.519: 1pc
MALLET, brass body, Ø32mm, heavy: 1pc
TRUNK, metal, 80cm, 107l: 1pc
PIPE WRENCH American, light alloy, max. Ø 3", 133A.24: 1pc
PIPE VICE, 1/8"-2", 283.2: 1pc
TAPE MEASURE, plastiver, 20m, class III, DELA.2882.20: 1pc
ADJUSTABLE WRENCH, chromed, 10", max 30mm, 255mm, 113A.10C: 1pc
(pipe cutter 338B.1) SPARE WHEEL, set of 5 pcs, 338A.F5: 1pc
TAPE (Teflon) 19mmx15m, 0.2mm thick, roll: 10pcs
SCREWDRIVERS, PH2, PH3, flat 6.5, 8, 10: 1pc
RATCHETING DIE heavy duty, Ø3/4"-2", for pipes: 1pc
OPEN-END WRENCHES, 6-32mm, 44.JE12 12pcs: 1pc
COMBINATION PLIERS, 185mm, sheathed, 187.18CPE: 1pc
STANDARD LEVEL trapezoïdal, 600mm, 307B.60: 1pc
PIPE CUTTER, 21-60mm (1/2"-2"), for inox, 337A.2: 1pc
KNIFE type Opinel, foldable, with locking mechanism: 1pc
SET OF 12 HEXAGONAL KEYS 90°, 1.5-12mm, 82H.JL12: 1pc
CROWBAR hexagonal, without nail-claw, 400mm, 269: 1pc
PENCIL, graphite, HB: 10pcs
COLUMBUS-TYPE CALIPER TO 1/10 mm ins/out/depth measurements: 1pc
PADLOCK, brass, 30mm + key: 1pc
PADLOCK, brass, 40mm + key: 2pcs

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1947.6 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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Value €
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Port of
Departure

Port of
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Parties
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the
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N° Materials
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HS Codes

MSF Codes
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y
ging
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87

Water and
Sanitation

38089490

CWATTREAWAC

Treatment device
drinking water
community
(aquafilter)

3

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

368.03 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

88

Water and
Sanitation

39239000

CWATTANKD12S

Container, food
grade plastic, 120l,
stack.+ lid

5

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

57.86 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

89

Water and
Sanitation

39173100

KWATMTAP120

Module tap for
120liter container.

5

1 Kit Composition: BULKHEAD FITTING threaded, PE, Ø 1",
female: 1pc
TAP quarter turn, 20/27 - 3/4", male, curved: 1pc

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

16.55 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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Value €
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Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
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transaction

Monitoring
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HS Codes

MSF Codes
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ging
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90

Water and
Sanitation

84248970

KWATKSPRCL-

KIT SPRAYING OF
CHLORINE

2

1 Kit Composition: (sprayer IK-12 BS) LANCE EXTENSION: 1pc
DISINFECTANT SPRAYER (IK-12 BS) 12l: 1pc
(kit, spraying of chlorine) TECHNICAL NOTES, En/Fr: 1pc
(sprayer IK-12 BS) REPAIR NECESSITIES, set: 1pc
MODULE, PPE, basic, for 1 Watsan operator: 1pc
MEASURING JUG, 1l, graduated, translucent, unbreakable: 1pc

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

471.29 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

91

Water and
Sanitation

62101010

KWATMPPEB--

Module PPE basic for
one Watsan
operator

2

1 Kit Composition: GLOVES chemical resistant, EPI cat. 3, long
sleeves, pair: 2pairs
OVERALL, terylene, size L: 2pcs
FACE SHIELD protective: 1pc
BOOTS, rubber, size 44, pair: 1pc
GLOVES heavy duty, leather protection, pair: 2pcs
(protective face shield) SHIELD spare: 1pc
EAR DEFENDER, hearing protection: 1pc
RESPIRATOR FFP2, disposable: 50pcs
RAIN SUIT jacket + trousers, size XL: 1pc
APRON PROTECTION, PVC, reusable: 2pcs
CAP, BASEBALL TYPE: 2pcs
CARDBOARD, 500 x 300 x 300 mm, simple can., brown: 1pc

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

374.4 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
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transaction

Monitoring
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92

Water and
Sanitation

84219990

CWATFILTB1-

WATER FILTER
DISPENSER (Berkefeld)
10 L.

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

58.55 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

93

Water and
Sanitation

84219990

CWATFILTB1C

(Berkefeld 10l)
CanDLe, collar +
gasket, set

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

7.3 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

94

Water and
Sanitation

62113390

KWATMPPECE-

Module PPE for
CHLORINE
EXPOSURE

2

1 Kit Composition: GLOVES chemical resistant, EPI cat. 3, long
sleeves, pair: 2pairs
GAS MASK, EN 148-1/DIN40 connection: 1pc
COVERALL, no hood, L (Tychem QC 125T): 2pcs
(gas mask) FILTER CARTRIDGE (Uranus A2B2EK1) EN 1481/DIN40: 4pcs
EVEN BROWN DOUBLE FLUTE (500x300x300): 1pc

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

285.05 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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Port of
Departure

Port of
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MSF Codes

95

Electricity

85021120

96

Electricity

853669900 KPROMEARP2-

97

Electricity

85414090

KPROMDISD10K

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

MODULE, ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION, isolated
site, mono 10 kVA

4

1 Kit Composition: HARDWIRED DISTR. BOX, 1P+N, 230V, 50A +
15m cable 3G6: 1pc
MULTI-OUTLET EXT, 3G2.5²/20m, 4x2P+E/16A, IP44/FR: 2pcs
PLUG male, rubber, FR 2P+T 16A, IP44: 6pcs
TIE, plastic, 4.8x360mm, self-locking head, black: 200pcs
EXTENSION CABLE, 3G2.5²/40m, 16A/230V/CEE 3P/IP44/blue
x4FR: 4pcs
CONNECTOR Female, rubber, FR 2P+E, 16A, IP44: 6pcs
MULTI-OUTLET EXT., 3G1.5²/3m, 5x2P+E/16A, IP44: 5pcs
JUNCTION BOX surf, PVC, 105x105x60mm, IP55: 20pcs
COMMONING BLOCK (Wago) 3x1,5-4mm², for rig/flex wire:
200pcs
COMMONING BLOCK (Wago) 5x1,5-4mm², for rig/flex wire:
100pcs

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1840.39 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

EARTHING MODULE
with coppered pin
2x1m + connection

4

1 Earthing wtih coppered pin 2x1m + connection

147.84 France

France

1 Kit Composition: MODULE EXTERNAL FUEL SUPPLY for EG140I: 1pc

8765.22 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.
Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

4

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

KPROMGEND10K KIT GENSET. DIES.
10Kva 230V 50Hz
Yanmar eG140i-5F

TIE, plastic, 9x183mm, self-locking head, black: 10pcs
CABLE GLAND, plastic, PG21, Ø12-18mm, IP68: 2pcs
BALL FLOAT, copper, Ø80mm: 1pc
FUEL PRIMING BULB non return, for hose Ø8mm, pcs: 1pc
VALVE STRAINER no return, female thread ⅜ʺ 12/17: 1pc
COUPLING, male thread ⅜", ringed for 8mm hose: 1pc
COUPLING grooved, brass, straight, for fuel hose Ø8mm: 10pcs
FUEL HOSE, internal Ø 8mm, 1m: 10pcs
(Yanmar eG140i-5F) HANDLEBAR, set: 1pc
MODULE GENSET, Yanmar eG140i with modifications: 1pc
(Yanmar eG140i-5F) MODIFICATION, ASSEMBLY, INSPECTION: 1pc
(CTEK charger) CONNECTION CABLE (Comfort Connect) M8 eyelets: 1pc
BATTERY CLAMP (negative pole) M8 nut, MAN type: 1pc
BATTERY CLAMP (positive pole) M8 nut, MAN type. 1pc
GENERATOR (Yanmar eG140i-5F) 10kVA 230V 50Hz, diesel: 1pc
(Yanmar eG140i-5F) FIXING BASE, for flexible sheet: 1pc
(Yanmar eG140i-5F) FLEXIBLE SHEET, PVC, 600x380x4mm: 1pc
(Yanmar eG140i-5F) DASHBOARD PANEL: 1pc
(Yanmar eG140i-5F) DASHBOARD SCREEN PRINTING: 1pc
BATTERY (Optima Yellow Top YTR2.7) AGM, 12V/38Ah/460A, seal.: 1pc
(Yanmar eG140i-5F) MODULE CONNECTIONS AND PROTECTION: 1pc
ENGINE OIL 10W40 API SJ/CF, 5l, petrol / diesel, can: 1pc
COOLANT LIQUID cooling system, 5l, ready to use, tin: 1pc
CLOTH, cotton, for workshop, per kg: 1pc
FUNNEL + FILTER water separator, Ø 216mmx250mm: 1pc
ENGINE OIL 10W40 API SJ/CF, 5l, petrol / diesel, can: 2pcs
WOODEN BOX (Docmatic) 1250x800x1200mm external: 1pc
FUNNEL, Ø 160mm: 1pc
Logbook and Fuel Follow-up Emergency Generator Yanmar Eg140i: 1pc
EMERGENCY LIGHT fluo. tube, 2X18W, 230V, autonomy 18W/1h: 1pc
JERRYCAN, plastic, 20L, for fuel: 2pcs
OPEN-SOCKET WRENCH 6x6 point 90°, 10mm, metric, 75.10: 1pc
PLUG Maréchal, 1P+N+T 50A, IP54 + handle: 1pc

34

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

98

Electricity

870899970 KPROMMAID10K

(Yanmar eG140i-5F)
MODULE
CONSUMABLES 5000
hours

4

1 Kit Composition: 25132-003500 FAN ALTER. BELT EG140i-5B
13X920: 2pcs
119802-55801 FUEL FILTER 3TNM68: 20pcs
102103-55520 ORING, fuel Pre-filter Bowl EG140i: 5pcs
119515-12520 AIR FILTER 3TNM68, EG140I: 8pcs
171081-55910 primary fuel filter 4TN84E: 1pc
P535396 AIR FILTER INTERNAL, 3TNM68, EG140I: 1pc
ENGINE OIL 10W40 API SJ/CF, 5l, petrol / diesel, can: 4pcs
119305-35151 OIL FILTER 3TNM68: 20pcs

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

584.3 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

99

Electricity

29096000

TVECADDI3I-

ADDITIF CARBURANT
NETTOY. CIRCUIT
D'INJECTION, 350ML,
BIDON

4

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

11.29 France

France

Waiting on The supplier is
quotations MSF Logistique,
for freight France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

100 Electricity

85369085

PELEUPSD10DE

UPS Delta Amplon
RT10kVA) ELECTRONIC
UNIT

5

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1220.63 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

Monitoring

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

101 Electricity

850690000 PELEUPSD10DB

(Delta Amplon RT10) DUST FILTER

8

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

620.64 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

102 Electricity

48232000

PELEUPSD10DD

(Delta Amplon RT-10)
FILTRE A POUSSIERES

30

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

0.6 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

103 Electricity

853510000 PELEFUSC20100

(DELTA 10KVA) FUSE,
ceramic,
22x58mm,100A,690V,
slow acting

4

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

18.65 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

36

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

104 Electricity

85049099

PELEVOLL207T

VOLTAGE LIMITER with
timer, 180-265V, 7A,
EUR, for fridge

3

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

39.11 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

105 Electricity

90189084

KPROZBD0014

MODULE CABLE REEL
40m 3G2.5mm +
INDUSTRIAL PLUG P17

2

1 Kit Composition: EXTENSION CABLE on reel, 3G2.5²/40m,
IP44/EUR: 1pc
PLUG male, CEE 3P 16A 230V, IP44, blue: 1pc

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

100.67 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

106 Electricity

853669100 PELEEXTD02157

MULTI-OUTLET EXT.,
3G1.5²/3m,
5x2P+E/16A, IP44

24

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

17.16 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

107 Electricity

853890910 KTOOZBD0006

KIT TOOL ELECTRICTY

3

1

108 Inspection,

90189084

EIMTCONE1--

OXYGEN ANALYSER, 010 LPM 21%-95.6%

2

90189084

EEMDCONS345

(conc. De Vilbiss
515KS/AKS) KIT TOOLS

2

measuring and
test equipment

109 Inspection,

measuring and
test equipment

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Kit Composition: COLSON PLIERS, for plastic clamps, 455B: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER Phillips head, PH1x100 mm, ins. 1000V, AP1X100VE: 1pc
COMBINATION PLIERS, 165mm, insulat. 1000V, 187.16VE: 1pc
CRIMPING PLIERS, 0.25-16mm², for non-insulated cable ends: 1pc
MULTIGRIP PLIERS, opening 44mm, insulat. 1000V, 180.VE: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER slotted head, 4x100 mm, ins. 1000V, A4X100VE: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER slotted head, 5.5x125 mm, ins. 1000V, A5.5X125VE: 1pc
ADJUSTABLE WRENCH, 1000V ins., max 27mm, 210mm, 113.8TAVSE: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER Phillips head, PH2x125 mm, ins. 1000V, AP2X125VE: 1pc
WIRE CUTTER diagonal, 160mm, insulat. 1000V, 192.16VE: 1pc
WIRE STRIPPER, 170mm, insulat. 1000V, 194.17VE: 1pc
NOSE PLIER 40° half-r., 200mm, ins. 1000V serrated, 195.20VE: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER Phillips head, PH3x150 mm, ins. 1000V, AP3X150VE: 1pc
ELECTRICIAN KNIFE curved blade, 840B: 1pc
HAVERSACK navy type, textile: 1pc
MULTIMETER, AC/DC + ampere clamp meter: 1pc
SET OF 9 HEXAGONAL KEYS 90°, short, 1.5-10mm, 82H.JP9A: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER slotted head, 3.5x100 mm, ins. 1000V, A3,5X100VE: 1pc
(electric cable) SHEATH STRIPPER, capacity from 8 to 13mm: 1pc
ELECTRICIAN SCISSORS double jaw, <25mm², insulated 1000V: 1pc
ELECTRICIAN KNIFE straight blade, wire stripper, Jokari type: 1pc
TESTER SOCKET/RCB (Metrix VT35) 230V + extension cord, set: 1pc
WIRE GAUGE to measure wire cross-section in mm²: 1pc

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

645.41 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

594.85 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

187.95 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

38

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

110 Electricity and

82060000

KPROKTOOBIO

KIT TOOLS, for biomed
technician

2

1

84181080

KPROKGEN06P

KIT,
GENERATOR/LIGHTING
, PETROL, 800 VA,
640W, 220 V.

2

1 Kit Composition: GROUNDING ROD, 0.5m: 1pc
FLOODLIGHT compact fluorescent, 2x23W, 230V: 1pc
TRUNK, metal, ±175l net, ±95x52x36cm internal: 1pc
BULB compact fluorescent E27, 23W/230V, long: 1pc
TIE, plastic, 9x183mm, self-locking head, black: 100pcs
94702 00419 Bougie NGK CR4HSB, Générateur EF1000IS: 2pcs
WIRE flexible, tinned copper, 6mm², green/yellow, per metre:
2pcs
EXTENSION CABLE, 3G1.5²/10m, IP20/EUR: 4pcs
INSPECTION LAMP, 8W/230V, fluorescent tube: 10pcs
JERRYCAN, metal, 20l, for fuel: 1pc
GENERATOR (Yamaha EF1000IS) 0.9kVA 220V 50Hz, petrol,
mobile: 1pc
7VV 14451 00 ELEMENT FILTRE A AIR EF1000IS: 2pcs
ENGINE OIL 10W40 API SJ/CF, 5l, petrol / diesel, can: 1pc
MULTI-OUTLET EXT., 3G1.5²/3m, 4x2P+E/16A/IP20/EUR: 4pcs
PADLOCK, brass, 40mm + key: 1pc
FUNNEL, Ø 120mm: 1pc

Energy

111 Electricity and

Energy

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

Kit Composition:
TIN SOLDER, Sn 60%, Ø1.5mm, 500g, rasin core, roll: 1pc
SET OF 6 HEXAGONAL KEYS for safety scr., 2-6mm, 83R.JP6: 1pc
VOLTAGE DETECTOR screwdriver (AV.HT1C) 90/480V,: 3.5x100mm: 1pc
MULTIGRIP PLIERS, opening 44mm, insulat. 1000V, 180.VE: 1pc
SET OF 12 HEXAGONAL KEYS 90°, sph.head, 1.5-12mm, 83SH.JL12: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER slotted head, 6.5x150 mm, ins. 1000V, A6.5X150VE: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER Pozidriv, PZ1x100 mm, ins. 1000V, AD1X100VE: 1pc
COMBINATION WRENCHES 12 point, 6-24mm, 440.JE18 18pcs: 1pc
SCREWDRIVER Pozidriv, PZ2x125 mm, ins. 1000V, AD2X125VE: 1pc
CUTTER automatic reload, for 18mm snap-off blades, 844.S18: 1pc
WIRE CUTTER diagonal, 160mm, insulat. 1000V, 192.16VE: 1pc
WIRE STRIPPER, 170mm, insulat. 1000V, 194.17VE: 1pc
(soldering iron) DESOLDERING BRAID, roll, 1130.1: 2pcs
NOSE PLIER 40° half-r., 200mm, ins. 1000V serrated, 195.20VE: 1pc
GLOVES T9, precision, high tech, pair: 1pc
SCREWDRIVERS micro, 8 pce, 5 flat/3 Phillips + case, AEF.J3: 1pc
TAPE MEASURE, 5m, 893A.519: 1pc
SOLDERING IRON, 40W, 230V AC, 1230.40
INSULATING TAPE adhesive (Scotch 3M) 12mmx33m, black, roll
TOOL BOX, textile, 47 liter, BS.T20
SCREWDRIVER Pozidriv, PZ3x125 mm, ins. 1000V, ADY.3X150VE
PROTECTIVE GLASSES, dust proof
MULTIMETER, AC/DC + ampere clamp meter
BRUSH paint, 50mm, flat, natural bristles
INSULATING TAPE adhesive, 15mmx10m, green/yellow, roll
OPEN-SOCKET WRENCH 6x6 point 90°, 10mm, metric, 75.10
COMBINATION WRENCH 12 point, 22mm, metric, 440.22
TORX KEY SET, T8-T40, on holder, 8 pcs, 89A.JM8
SELF-VULCANISING TAPE, 10m, roll
TIE, plastic, 2,5x200mm, self-locking head
SCREWDRIVER Phillips head, PH2x125 mm, ins. 1000V, AP2X125VE
RESPIRATOR FFP1, disposable
COMBINATION PLIERS, 165mm, insulat. 1000V, 187.16VE
SCREWDRIVER slotted head, 5.5x125 mm, ins. 1000V, A5.5X125VE
INSULATING TAPE adhesive, 15mmx10m, red, roll
HEADLAMP, R6/AA batteries
TAPE (Teflon) 19mmx15m, 0.2mm thick, roll: 1pc
BATTERY dry cell (R6/AA) alkaline, 1.5V: 1pc

39

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

761.34 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1274.28 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

112 Coldchain

84182900

PCOLREFEVG3

REFRIGERATOR
(Vestfrost VLS300A)
98l net, 230V

2

1 Vestfrost VLS300A, 98litres net, 230V

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1282.72 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

113 Coldchain

84183020

PCOLFREEVF1

FREEZER (Vestfrost
MF114) 111l, 230V

1

1 Vestfrost MF114, 111litres, 230V

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

637.65 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

114 Coldchain

39239000

PCOLBOXCE2-

COLD BOX (B Medical
RCW25/CF) 20.7l + 24
icepacks 0.6l, set

2

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

817.36 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

40

Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

115 Coldchain

90251980

PCOLMONITL8

TEMPERATURE
RECORDER (LogTag
TRIL-8) -80°C à +40°C

10

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

65.07 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

116 Coldchain

90251980

PCOLMONITL0

(LogTag) READER, USB,
for all models

3

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

33.46 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

117 Coldchain

90251980

PCOLMONIHLH

THERMOHYGROMETER recorder
(LogTag Haxo-8)

3

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

55.76 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

118 Coldchain

90251180

PCOLTHER35A

THERMOMETER
alcohol (Moëller
104614) -30°C-+50C°

10

1

119 Transport

82060000

KTRAKTOODRI

KIT, TOOLS, for driver

2

1 Kit Composition: TORCH LAMP winding, small: 1pc

Purpose

SCREWDRIVER slotted/Phillips, interchangeable + 4 blade, set: 1pc
HEXAGONAL KEY 90°, long + T-handle, 5mm, 84TZ.5: 1pc
RATCHET TIE-DOWN STRAP, 2000kg, 35mmx5m, tightener + hooks:
3pcs
COMBINATION WRENCHES 12 point, 8-19mm, 440.JE9 9pcs
ELECTRICIAN KNIFE curved blade, 840B: 1pc
PUMP hand operated + manometer + SKS compressor: 1pc
OPEN-SOCKET WRENCH 6x6 point 90°, 24mm, metric, 75.24: 1pc
VALVE REMOVER check, for tyre inner tube: 2pcs
CLOTH, cotton, for workshop, per kg: 1pc
TYRE LEVER, 53 cm, Michelin type, for HGV: 2pcs
GLOVES heavy duty, leather protection, pair: 1pc
RIVETING HAMMER, 25x25mm, 345g, 200H.26: 1pc
OVERALL mechanics, size XL: 1pc
TOOLBAG soft, 305x240x40mm: 1pc
SHACKLE, galvanized steel, Ø 20mm, CMU 1600kg, straight: 2pcs
TRUNK, metal, ±60l net, ±65x35x25cm internal: 1pc
PATCHES (Tip-Top 5060519 TT12) rubber, 12 pcs: 1pc
TOWING BELT, 10T, 10m: 1pc
FUNNEL + FILTER water separator, Ø 216mmx250mm: 1pc
BOOSTER CABLES, 200A, 25mm², 3m, the pair: 1pc
PADLOCK, brass, 30mm + key: 1pc
MULTIGRIP PLIERS, opening 46mm, standard, 170A: 1pc
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Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

1.96 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

713.81 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

MSF Codes

Item Description

Quantit Packa
y
ging

Spécification

Purpose

120 Transport

82060000

KTRAKVEH13-

KIT, CAR RECOVERY, all
vehicle

2

1 Kit Composition:
SAND PLATES, plastic, 130x38cm, pair: 1pc
MODULE CAR RECOVERY: 1pc

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

683.7 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

121 Transport

76129080

TVEAJERR2MR

JERRYCAN METAL 20lt.

3

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

34.96 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

122 Transport

76129080

TVEAJERR2MRL

(20l metal jerrycan)
POURING SPOUT

3

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.

13.38 France

France

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.
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Value €

Origin

Port of
Departure

Port of
Entry

Parties
involved in
the
transaction

Monitoring

N° Materials
Description

HS Codes

123 Transport

39269097

MSF Codes

TVEAFUNN21W

Item Description

FUNNEL + FILTER water
separator, Ø
216mmx250mm

Quantit Packa
y
ging

2

Spécification

Purpose

1

To improve
the
diagnostic
and
treatment of
tuberculosis
as well as
the patients’
managemen
t capacity in
the hospitals
which MSF
will directly
support.
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Value €

Origin

45.96 France

Port of
Departure

France

Port of
Entry

Via DALIAN
port of
China, to
NAMPO
port of
DPRK.

Parties
involved in
the
transaction
The supplier is
MSF Logistique,
France. Waiting
on the freight
details.

Monitoring

MSF teams will
ensure regular
monitoring at
project sites level
to fully make sure
that the items are
only used for the
intended
purposes. Items
will be installed
under the direct
supervision of the
MSF staff which
will ensure a very
close follow up on
related usage and
consumption.

*Item No. 72
Kit Composition: JERRYCAN collapsible, food grade plastic,
20l + cap Ø 5cm: 4pcs
PAINT, green fluorescent, spray tin: 1pc
TAPE adhesive, reinforced, translucent, roll: 10pcs
TAPE BOUNDARY MARKING, 500m, white/red, fluorescent,
roll: 2pcs
GLOVES heavy duty, leather protection, pair: 10pairs
TARPAULIN, polyethylene, 4x5m, blue, woven with
eyelets: 1pc
TRUNK, metal, ±175l net, ±95x52x36cm internal: 1pc
CUTTER automatic reload, for 18mm snap-off blades,
844.S18: 2pcs
BRUSH paint, 75mm, flat, natural bristles: 4pcs
ELECTRICIAN KNIFE curved blade, 840B: 1pc
(rechargeable lantern) SOLAR PANEL: 2pcs
(rechargable lantern) FLUORESCENT TUBE spare: 4pcs
REFUSE BAG, 100l, 70µm, black: 50pcs
CROWBAR with nail-claw, 700mm, 1260.70: 1pc
(20l collapsible jerrycan) TAP, 5cm, screwless: 4pcs
BRUSH paint, 50mm, flat, natural bristles: 4pcs
LANTERN rechargeable & solar, 7W/12-230V, waterproof:
4pcs
PADLOCK, brass, 60mm + key: 4pcs
WIRE, galvanised steel, Ø 1.1mm, roll of 50m: 2pcs
TAPE adhesive, PVC, MSF, 50mmx66m, roll: 25pcs
TAPE DISPENSER, 50mm, for adhesive tape: 2pcs
ROPE, polypropylene, Ø 5mm, twisted, per metre: 200pcs
STAPLER/NAILER manual, max. depth 23mm: 1pc
RIVETING HAMMER, 28x28mm, 380g, 200H.28: 1pc
TIE, plastic, 6x300mm, self-locking head: 200pcs
PAINT, red fluorescent, spray tin: 1pc
(Berkefeld 10l) CANDLE, collar + gasket, set: 4pcs
(stapler/nailer) NAIL, 15mm, box of 900 pcs:
(stapler/nailer) U-SHAPE STAPLE, 14mm, box of 960 pcs
WATER FILTER dispenser (Berkefeld) 10l, 4 candles: 1pc
OVERALL mechanics, size XL: 2pc
HEADLAMP, R6/AA batteries: 2pcs
PAINT, orange fluoresccent, spray tin: 1pc
TORCH LAMP winding, 12V, large: 4pcs
PAINT, yellow fluorescent, spray tin: 1pc
BATTERY dry cell (R6/AA) alkaline, 1.5V: 16pcs
NAIL, galvanised steel, 80mm or 3", for wood, per kg: 1pc
(stapler/nailer) STAPLE, 15mm, box of 2000 pcs
PADLOCK, brass, 30mm + key: 1pc
MULTIGRIP PLIERS, opening 46mm, standard, 170A: 1pcKit
composition: JERRYCAN collapsible, food grade plastic, 20l
+ cap Ø 5cm: 4pcs
PAINT, green fluorescent, spray tin: 1pc
TAPE adhesive, reinforced, translucent, roll: 10pcs
TAPE BOUNDARY MARKING, 500m, white/red, fluorescent,
roll: 2pcs
GLOVES heavy duty, leather protection, pair: 10pairs
TARPAULIN, polyethylene, 4x5m, blue, woven with
eyelets: 1pc
TRUNK, metal, ±175l net, ±95x52x36cm internal: 1pc
CUTTER automatic reload, for 18mm snap-off blades,
844.S18: 2pcs

BRUSH paint, 75mm, flat, natural bristles: 4pcs
ELECTRICIAN KNIFE curved blade, 840B: 1pc
(rechargeable lantern) SOLAR PANEL: 2pcs
(rechargable lantern) FLUORESCENT TUBE spare: 4pcs
REFUSE BAG, 100l, 70µm, black: 50pcs
CROWBAR with nail-claw, 700mm, 1260.70: 1pc
(20l collapsible jerrycan) TAP, 5cm, screwless: 4pcs
BRUSH paint, 50mm, flat, natural bristles: 4pcs
LANTERN rechargeable & solar, 7W/12-230V, waterproof:
4pcs
PADLOCK, brass, 60mm + key: 4pcs
WIRE, galvanised steel, Ø 1.1mm, roll of 50m: 2pcs
TAPE adhesive, PVC, MSF, 50mmx66m, roll: 25pcs
TAPE DISPENSER, 50mm, for adhesive tape: 2pcs
ROPE, polypropylene, Ø 5mm, twisted, per metre: 200pcs
STAPLER/NAILER manual, max. depth 23mm: 1pc
RIVETING HAMMER, 28x28mm, 380g, 200H.28: 1pc
TIE, plastic, 6x300mm, self-locking head: 200pcs
PAINT, red fluorescent, spray tin: 1pc
(Berkefeld 10l) CANDLE, collar + gasket, set: 4pcs
(stapler/nailer) NAIL, 15mm, box of 900 pcs:
(stapler/nailer) U-SHAPE STAPLE, 14mm, box of 960 pcs
WATER FILTER dispenser (Berkefeld) 10l, 4 candles: 1pc
OVERALL mechanics, size XL: 2pc
HEADLAMP, R6/AA batteries: 2pcs
PAINT, orange fluoresccent, spray tin: 1pc
TORCH LAMP winding, 12V, large: 4pcs
PAINT, yellow fluorescent, spray tin: 1pc
BATTERY dry cell (R6/AA) alkaline, 1.5V: 16pcs
NAIL, galvanised steel, 80mm or 3", for wood, per kg: 1pc
(stapler/nailer) STAPLE, 15mm, box of 2000 pcs
PADLOCK, brass, 30mm + key: 1pc
MULTIGRIP PLIERS, opening 46mm, standard, 170A: 1pc

